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Getting serious with your research project is crucial for achieving your college degree and every
student is aware of it. However, they often get confused how to perform it? Where can they look for
innovative research ideas? How can you determine the key factors that need to be investigated?
Usually it is said that excellent ideas come from nowhere -- however do think that in the case of
dissertation topic, ideas will not pop out just like a bulb.

Search for suggestions methodically as well as all the time. But this does not mean that you need to
continuously burden your mind with it. Simply keep yourself open to new ideas and note them down
for a comprehensive reflection. Maintain the diary of your ideas and activities being carried out. This
will keep a record of the ideas regarding your research.

Exactly what would you write in your diary to keep a record and build your ideas?

Interesting queries

Problems

Possible outcomes/results and/or clarifications

References to consult

Short notes of the articles that have been read over the time

Start maintaining your diary as early as you join your college for higher studies -- well before you
start working on dissertation topics.

Whenever you come across an exciting piece of writing, then:

Find your research area

How others have worked on it?

What did they come up with?

What suggestions and recommendations have they made for further research?

What did you find interesting in this article?

Your personal suggestions

From time to time, go through your diary. After a period of time, you will be able to identify a pattern
of ideas which will link to each other. Frequent themes will recommend pathways to carry out
research for your dissertation. Certainly, not everything that you note down in your diary will be of
use for your future research, however maintaining the diary is definitely an essential method for
conducting research as it will record your interests, current trends as well as shows the practicality
of ideas.

While you discover possible dissertation ideas, thoroughly look for the work already done while
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recording your suggestions in the diary. You may never be totally done with your literature review as
new work is constantly being published. Therefore, you must begin your research at the same time
otherwise you will never be able to complete your project.

When you start researching your dissertation topic, jot down the procession of your work. Your diary
must contain your assumptions, ideas, your search its result as well as a record of sources that
contains the content you may require further for your research. Carry on your research for material
related to your area of study and document your suggestions. You will find your own diary priceless
when you will start writing your own dissertation.
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